COVID-19 MOVEMENT RESTRICTIONS
YEMEN MOBILITY RESTRICTION DASHBOARD #2 (14 MAY 2020)
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Mobility Restrictions
In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, the local authorities of
Yemen (Ye) declared a nationwide health emergency and introduced
many preventive and mitigation measures adopted by the rest of
the world starting in March 2020 in order to avoid and reduce the
transmission of the COVID-19. These measures include the adoption
of restrictions on movement countrywide, by closure/partially closure
of (5) International airports, (12) sea border points, (3) land border
points. Due to ongoing internal conflict, DTM has identified (11)
transit points which include restrictions on freedom of movement
between south and north governorates at various places, mainly in
Taizz and Al Bayda and Al-jawf, as well as additional preventive entry
and exit restrictions being established.
DFA authorities (north) have been establishing ad hoc quarantine
centres in areas under their control (i.e. Sadaa, Al Bayda, Al-jawf and
other governorates) and in proximity of crossing points between north
and south. Following confirmation of the first Covid-19 case in Yemen
(10 April), Yemen local authorities in Hadramaut introduced screening
points along land borders for entry and exit passengers.
Since the beginning of April it is estimated that thousands of people
were stranded at the border between KSA and Yemen, Sadaa
governorate. This population reportedly includes stranded migrants
mostly of Ethiopian origins, but also Somalis and other nationalities, as
well as Yemeni nationals returning from KSA.
Throughout the month, DTM teams monitored 1,725 migrant arrivals
into Yemen along the Shabwah coastline. This represents a decrease of
67% compared to March and 87% down from last year, this decrease is
attributed to increased patrols along Yemen’s Southern coastline.
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Due to the current Internal conflict number of transit points such as
(Serbeit Asfal, Al-Qarah, Saraweel, Maqbanah, Alddabab, Al-khalal, AlJeebal) were implemented and more preventive entry and exite restrictions
is taking in place.
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Points of entry along land borders are closed for entry and exit of
passengers.
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All international airports are closed for entry and exit.
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As confirmed cases cities and neighborhoods in Aden, Sana’a and Amanat al
Asimah Governorates implemented heavier restrictions. In Aden, mosques,
Khat market, shopping centers are closed for XYZ, for a peri- od of three
weeks, with a widespread curfew starting at 10 pm and ending at 12 noon.
In the capital Sana’a/ Amanat al Asimah movement was restricted in in
and out of 10 neighborhoods across 10 districts (including: Bani Al-Harith,
Ath’thaorah, Shu’aub, Ma’ain, Az’zal, At Tahrir, Old City, Assa- fi’yah, Al
Wahdah and As Sabain) for 24 hours after the curfew announcement.
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